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Scientists often

view computer

algorithms as

risk-filled black boxes.

These visualization

packages help

scientists see the

internal workings of

their algorithms

and thus

understand their

computations.

_i omputers have become essential tools for scientists simulating and observing
nature. Simulations are formulated as mathematical models but are imple-

mented as computer algorithms to simulate complex events. Observations are

also analyzed and understood in terms of mathematical models, but the number of

these observations usually dictates that we automate analyses with computer algo-

rithms.

In spite of their essential role, computers are also barriers to scientific understand-

ing. _ Unlike hand calculations, automated computations are invisible and, because of

the enormous numbers of individual operations in automated computations, the re-

lation between an algorithm's input and output is often not intuitive. This problem is

illustrated by the behavior of meteorologists responsible for forecasting weather. Even

in this age of computers, many meteorologists manually plot weather observations on

maps, then draw isolines of temperature, pressure, and other fields by hand (special

pads of maps are printed for just this purpose). Similarly, radiologists use computers

to collect medical data but are notoriously reluctant to apply image-processing algo-

rithms to that data. To these scientists with life-and-death responsibilities, computer

algorithms are black boxes that increase rather than reduce risk.

The barrier between scientists and their computations can be bridged by tech-

niques that make the internal workings of algorithms visible and that allow scientists

to experiment with their computations. Here we describe two interactive systems

developed at the University of Wisconsin-Madison Space Science and Engineering

Center (SSEC) that provide these capabilities to Earth and space scientists.

Visualizing Earth simulations
Numerical models of the Earth's atmosphere and oceans form one important class

of scientific algorithms. The history files produced by these models are traces of their

computations, and our Vis-5D system 2 is widely used by scientists for interactively vi-

sualizing these history files. This system takes its name from the fact that model his-
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Figure 1. Vis-5D transforms simulations of the Earth's atmosphere and oceans into

an interactive graphical environment: (a) array of 3D grids indexed by time step

and field; (b) array of graphics primitives indexed by time step, field, and primitive

type.

tory files are 5D rectangles of data, orga-

nized as 2D arrays of 3D spatial grids.

The 2D arrays are indexed by time and by

model field (for example, temperature,

pressure, salinity, wind or current veloc-

ity, and so on).

Figure 1 shows the pipeline for ren-

dering this data into 3D animations under

the user's interactive control. The system

transforms data grids into graphical prim-

itives that consist of 3D vectors and poly-

gons. (On large workstations, we also use

an efficient interactive volume-rendering

technique)) The rendering of graphical

primitives creates a virtual Earth envi-

ronment behind the workstation screen.

Users can reach into this virtual environ-

ment with a mouse to move slices

through the data grids, place seed points

for wind trajectories, and rotate and

zoom their view. In Figure 2, the window

on the right contains the virtual Earth en-

vironment. The array of icons on the left

allows users to select combinations of

fields and rendering techniques and to

control animation, isolevels, trajectories,

color maps, and so on.

Modern workstations can respond to

these controls within the time of an ani-

mation step (usually between 1/30 and

1/5 second), giving users the sense of in-

teracting with a small virtual atmosphere

or ocean. To explore the 3D geometry of

their fields, as well as cause-and-effect re-

lationships between different fields, users

should be able to rotate images and

change the combinations of fields dis-

played without interrupting the smooth

animation of model dynamics. Thus, we

do not synchronize animation with the

computation of graphical primitives; in-

stead, we store primitives in intermedi-

ate tables indexed by time and field.

The size of a model history file is the

product of five numbers and can be quite

large. For example, a data set spanning

100 latitudes by 100 longitudes by 20 ver-

tical levels by 100 time steps by 10 model

fields contains 200 million grid points. To

maximize data set size, we compress grid

data and derived graphics by scaling them

linearly to one- or two-byte integers. To

preserve fidelity, we use different scaling

factors for each horizontal slice of each

3D grid. With compression, we can store

one grid point, plus derived graphics, in

2.5 bytes of virtual memory. For history

files that are too large for workstations,

the system splits into a graphics client on

a workstation and a data server on a su-

percomputer connected via network. 4

Sometimes users need to see derived

quantities, such as the vorticity or diver-

gence of air flow, to understand the

physics of a simulation. Users can write C

and Fortran functions for deriving new

diagnostic fields and invoke them during

a visualization session (they are dynami-

cally linked with Vis-5D via sockets). To

maximize data fidelity, these calculations

use floating-point grid values in disk files

rather than compressed values.

To illustrate how Vis-5D works, Fig-

ure 2 shows a snapshot of a numerical ex-

periment performed by Gregory Tripoli

and Peter Pokrandt of the University of

Wisconsin-Madison using their UW-

NMS (Nonhydrostatic Modeling System)

weather model and visualized using Vis-

5D. They are modeling a novel idea pro-

posed by William Gray of Colorado State

University for generating energy by cre-

ating a permanent rainstorm over a

hydroelectric generator. The white ob-

ject is a balloon 7 kilometers high in the

shape of a squat chimney that floats in

the air above a patch of tropical ocean.

The purpose of the numerical experiment

is to verify that once air starts rising in

the chimney, the motion will be self-sus-

taining and create a perpetual rainstorm.

The vertical color slice shows the distri-

bution of heat (as well as the flow of heat

when model dynamics are animated); the

yellow streamers show the correspond-

ing flow of air up through the chimney;

and the blue-green isosurface shows the

precipitated cloud ice (a cloud water iso-

surface would obscure the view down the

chimney, so it has been toggled off for

this snapshot). The simulation takes

many hours to run, even on the largest

computers, so the virtual time of the vi-

sualization is not in lock step with the

model's computations. Rather, model

output accumulates in a history file, and

users are free to move around in simu-

lated time, searching for problems. Once

problems are found, users trace their root

causes by working back through time and

by comparing different model fields.

Michael McCann and Matthew

Koebbe of the Naval Postgraduate

School (NPS) applied Vis-5D to visual-

ize the ocean simulation shown in Figure

3. This is a view from the north, looking

at a region of the Pacific Ocean strad-

dling the equator, including ocean bot-

tom topography and a volume render-

ing of ocean current speed. Ocean

models produce history files similar to

atmosphere models, although the NPS

model is remarkable for its high resolu-

tion and challenges the capacity of our

visualization system.

Visualizing a
broader class of

computations

While Vis-5D is effective for visualiz-

ing simulations of the atmosphere and

oceans, scientists also design and use a

much broader class of algorithms that re-

quires more general visualization tech-

niques. We developed the Vis-AD (Vi-

sualization for Algorithm Development)

system to meet this need. 5 Whereas Vis-
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5Drunsasapostprocesstosimulations,
Vis-ADservesastheexecutionenvi-
ronmentforscientists'algorithms,sup-
portingagreatervarietyofvisualexper-
imentswithalgorithms.WhereVis-5D
assumesthatdataareorganizedasa
five-dimensionalrectangleandthat3D
graphicalspacealwaysrepresents3D
physicalspace,Vis-ADletsscientistsde-
finetheirowndataorganizationsandab-
stractgraphicalspacesto supporta
broadclassof algorithms.TheVis-AD
systemcombines

(1)Adata model that includes complex

data types defined in terms of tuples

and functional relations. The data

model integrates several forms of

metadata based on a conceptual

model of computer data objects as

finite approximations to mathemat-

ical objects.

(2) A computational model based on a

high-level interpreted programming

language that supports distributed

computing and can link to user-writ-

ten functions in C and Fortran.

(3) A display model based on interac-

tive, animated 3D voxel volumes. A

novel technique lets scientists con-

trol how their data is displayed with-

out placing a substantial burden of

graphics knowledge on them.

(4) A graphical user interface that is

highly interactive and gives scientists

an integrated view of data, compu-

tation, and display.

The system functions like an interac-

tive debugger with high-level data man-

agement and visualization, While a

Figure 2. Simulation of William Gray's novel idea to generate energy by creating a

permanent rainstorm over a hydroelectric generator.

Figure 3. Volume

rendering of cur-

rent speed from a

simulation of the

Pacific Ocean. The

model's high reso-

lution lets users

see currents and

eddies.



Figure4.TheVis-ADdataanddisplaymodels:(a)examplesofdatatypesthatuserscandefineinthedatamodel;(b)user
interfaceforcontrollingscalarmappingsthatcontrolhowdataaredepictedinthedisplaymodel;(c)adiagramofthevoxel-
baseddisplaymodel.

debugger prints values of variables and

arrays to help users track down low-level

program bugs, Vis-AD generates visual-

izations of complex data objects to help

scientists understand the high-level be-

havior of their algorithms. Coupled with

a graphical interface for steering com-

putations, these visualizations enable a

wide variety of visual experiments with

algorithms.

Designing data types for scientific al-

gorithms. To scientists designing algo-

rithms, the data model appears as a set

of three rules for designing data types ap-

propriate to their algorithms. Scientists

can

(1) Define a scalar type for a primitive

variable. Scalar types may be real

variables like time or ir (an infrared

radiance); they may be pairs or

triples of real numbers like lat_lon

(a pair of real numbers for the lati-

tude and longitude of an Earth loca-

tion); they may be integers like

count (a frequency count used in a

histogram); or they may be text

strings like satellite_id.

(2) Define a data type as a tuple of val-

ues of other types (this is like a struc-

ture in the C programming lan-

guage).

(3) Define an array type as a finite sam:

pling of a functional relation from

one type (the domain of the function

-- this must be a scalar type) to an-

other type (the range of the function

-- this can be a complex type). An

array data object is a finite set of ob-

jects of the range type indexed by

values of the domain type.

Arrays and tuples can be combined in

hierarchies to build complex data types.

The left-hand column of Figure 4 shows

how the rules can be applied to define two

data types appropriate for a cloud dis-

crimination algorithm. A data object of

the goes_sequence type is a time sequence

of satellite images, each partitioned into a

set of rectangular regions. The image in

each region is an array of pixels indexed

by lat_lon values (the latitudes and longi-

tudes of the pixels' Earth locations). Each

pixel is a tuple containing is (visible) and

ir (infrared) radiances, as well as variance

and texture values computed by the algo-

rithm from ir radiances. A data object of

the histogram_partition type is an array

of histograms computed by the algorithm,

one in each image region, specifying fre-

quency counts for the ir radiances of pix-

els in the region. Calculation of his-

tograms is an important step in the cloud

discrimination algorithm, and displays of

these histograms are very useful for track-

ing down problems with the algorithm.

The center column shows how users

can control the displays of complex data

objects by mapping scalar types to the

components of the voxel-based display

model diagrammed in the right-hand col-

umn. That is, users define mappings from

scalar types to the x, y, and z coordinates

of voxels in the display, to the colors of

voxels, to animation step number, and so

on. Because complex data types are ulti-

mately defined in terms of scalar types,

the system can derive depictions for com-

plex data types from the mappings de-

fined for their scalar components.

Figure 5 shows a data object of type

goes_sequence displayed according to

four different frames of reference. Its top

right window shows the data object dis-

played as a colored terrain, as defined by

the examples of scalar mappings in the

center column of Figure 4. In the top left

window, both ir (red) and vis (blue-

green) radiances are mapped to color. In

the bottom right window, ir is mapped to

selector (only pixels whose ir radiances

fall in the selected range are visible), and

time is mapped to the vertical axis, pro-

ducing a stack of four images. In the bot-

tom left window ir, vis, and variance are

mapped to the three axes and texture is

mapped to color, producing a colored 3D

scatter diagram (lat_lon is not mapped).

These displays are highly interactive.

Users can rotate and zoom displays us-

ing the mouse, animate them, interac-

tively adjust the mapping of scalars to

color using a color-map icon, and change

the subsets of data objects selected for

display using slider icons. The voxel-

based display model fits naturally with

volume rendering techniques, 6 and as

graphics speeds improve we will extend

the display model to include transparency
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andreflectivityvaluesateachvoxel.We
willalsoaddvectorvaluesateachvoxel
toprovideamodelforflow-rendering
techniques.

Figure6illustratesthesystem'soverall

user interface via its application to a sim-

ple bubble-sort algorithm. The window

on the left is used to edit the text of the

sort program. This program is written in

an interpreted language (the syntax for

user-defined data types is part of this lan-

guage). Scientists' programs can call func-

tions written in C or Fortran, including

those running remotely across a network.

Users can start and stop their programs,

set breakpoints by clicking on program

lines, and execute single steps. They can

also connect program values to graphical

icons for interactively steering their com-

putations. The dark horizontal bar across

the program window indicates the cur-

rent line of execution, and the short dark

strings are the names of data objects se-

lected for display. Users select data ob-

jects by clicking on their names, and their

depictions appear in the window on the

right. The scalar mappings that define a

display frame of reference are edited in

the small text window at the top of the

screen. The system can display data in

several different frames of reference si-

multaneously (Figures 5 and 9 show mul-

tiple frames of reference).

The data object being sorted in Figure

6 is an array of temperatures indexed by

time. We have mapped time to the hori-

zontal axis and temperature to the verti-

cal axis, so the array is displayed as a

graph (the set of white points) of tem-

perature versus time. The bubble-sort al-

gorithm is organized as two nested loops.

The index of the outer loop has type time

and is displayed as a small green sphere

on the lower horizontal axis (note that

the white points to the right of the green

sphere are sorted). The index of the inner

loop also has type time and is displayed as

a small red sphere; it marks the horizon-

tal position of the current maximum

value bubbling up through the array. The

small blue sphere on the left-hand verti-

cal axis depicts an object of type temper-

ature used as a temporary variable for

swapping array values.

Integrating metadata into the data

model. Mathematical models define in-

finite-precision real numbers and func-

tions with infinite domains, whereas com-

puter data objects contain finite amounts

of information and must therefore be ap-

proximations of the mathematical objects

Figure 5. A time

sequence of satel-

lite images dis-

played in four

different frames of

reference.

Figure 6. Visualizing the computations of a bubble-sort algorithm.

they represent. Several forms of scientific

metadata serve to specify how computer

data objects approximate mathematical

objects, and we have integrated these into

our data model. For example, missing

data codes (used for fallible sensor sys-

tems) can be viewed as approximations

that carry no information. Any value or

subobject in a Vis-AD data object can be

set to the missing value. Scientists often

use arrays for finite samplings of contin-

uous functions, as, for example, satellite

image arrays are finite samplings of con-

tinuous radiance fields. Sampling meta-

data, such as those that assign Earth lo-

cations to pixels and real radiances .to

coded (for example, 8-bit) pixel values,

quantify how arrays approximate func-

tions and are integrated with Vis-AD ar-

ray data objects.

The integration of metadata into our

data model has practical consequences

for the semantics of computation and dis-

play. For example, we define a data type

goes_image as an array of ir radiances in-

dexed by lat_lon values. Arrays of this
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datatypeareindexedbypairsof real
numbersrather than integers.If
goes_westis a dataobjectof type
goes_imageandloc is a data object of

type lat_lon, the system evaluates the ex-

pression goes_west[loc] by picking the

sample of goes_west nearest to loc. If loc

falls outside the region of the Earth cov-

ered by goes_west pixels, goes west[loc]

evaluates to the missing value. If

goes_east is another data object of type

goes_image generated by a satellite with

a different Earth perspective, then the

expression

goes_west - goes_east

is evaluated by resampling goes_east to

the samples of goes_west (that is, by

warping the goes_east image) before sub-

tracting radiances. In Earth regions where

the goes_west and goes_east images do

not overlap, their difference is set to miss-

ing values. Thus, metadata about map

projections and missing data contributes

to the semantics of computations.

Metadata similarly contributes to dis-

play semantics. If we have selected both

goes_east and goes_west for display, the

system uses the sampling of their indices

to coregister these two images in a com-

mon Earth frame of reference. The sam-

plings of 2D and 3D array indices need

not be Cartesian. For example, the sam-

pling of lat_lon may define virtually any

map projection. Thus, we can display data

in non-Cartesian coordinate systems.

Visualizing analyses of satellite obser-

vations. A pair of Geostationary Opera-

tional Environmental Satellites (GOES)

located at eastern and western stations

over the US generate one 1,024 x 1,024

Figure 7. Percent-

age of cumulus

clouds derived

from satellite

data, mapped

onto a Midwest

topography.

image every 4 seconds. NASA's Earth

Observing System, as planned, will gen-

erate about five 1,024 x 1,024 images per

second. These data volumes are too large

to be understood by direct visualization.

Thus, the proper role of visualization for

satellite observations is helping scientists

to develop algorithms for automating

their analysis.

Robert Rabin et al. of the National Se-

vere Storms Laboratory, working at the

University of Wisconsin-Madison, have

developed algorithms for analyzing cu-

mulus clouds in GOES images. 7 These

algorithms identify which pixels are part

of cumulus clouds and calculate a sea-

sonal percentage of cumulus cloud cover

as a function of time of day and location.

The results of this computation are called

a cloud census. We designed a census_im-

age data type as an array of pixels indexed

by lat_lon, where each pixel is a tuple

containing a cumulus_percent and a to-

pography value (elevation of the Earth's

surface above sea level). The cloud cen-

sus is stored in an object of the census_

sequence type, defined as an array of cen-

sus_image data objects indexed by time.

Figure 7 is a census_sequence data ob-

ject displayed in a frame of reference de-

fined by mapping lat_lon to the x-z plane,

mapping topography to the y axis, map-

ping cumuluspercent to color, and map-

ping time to animation. (Note Lake

Michigan in the upper right corner of the

image.) The color map icon in the upper

left corner shows that we have chosen

yellow for low cumulus percentages and

blue for higher percentages. This display

shows a clear correlation between cumu-

lus percentage and topography, and when

animated helps us to understand how cu-

mulus clouds develop during the day.

Since ignorance of the mechanics of

cloud formation is a major cause of un-

certainty in efforts to predict the climatic

consequences of the increase in green-

house gases, such understanding may

have important long-term consequences.

Visualizing analyses of astrophysical

observations. Because of the flexibility

of its data and display models, Vis-AD is

not limited to image processing applica-

tions. Figure 8 was generated from an al-

gorithm for processing observations from

an astrophysics mission. The Diffuse X-

ray Spectrometer flew on the space shut-

tle in January 1993 and recorded several

million events, each potentially an ob-

servation of an X ray emanating from in-

terstellar gas. s However, most of the

recorded events are spurious, so Wilton

Sanders and Richard Edgar of the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin-Madison needed to

develop an algorithm for identifying valid

events. For this algorithm, we defined the

xray_event data type as a tuple contain-

ing scalars for an event's time, wave-

length, longitude, pulse_height, posi-

tion_bin, goodness_of_fit, occulted_flag,

and many other fields. We also defined a

data type event_list as an array of

xray_event tuples indexed by event_num-

ber. The figure shows a data object of the

event_list type, displayed in a frame of

reference defined by mapping longitude,

wavelength, and time to the three axes,

by mapping pulse_height to color, and

by mapping position_bin and good-

ness of fit to selector. Each X-ray event

is displayed as a colored dot. Slider icons

in the upper right corner are used to se-

lect ranges of values for position_bin and

goodness_of_fit, so that only those events

whose field values fall in the selected

ranges are displayed. This provides an

easy way to experiment with event selec-

tion criteria.

To ferret out the mechanisms that pro-

duced spurious events, we defined many

different frames of reference to see cor-

relations among various sets of event

fields. We also displayed the distribution

of events as functions of various fields in

the form of 1D and 2D histograms. Our

ability to change the display mappings of

scalars as easily as we could rotate im-

ages was a key to successfully under-

standing the sources of spurious events.

Visualizing computations for educa-

tion. Figure 9 was generated from a sim-

ple simulation of a 2D cell of atmosphere.

The dynamics of this cell are governed
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byasystemofthreedifferentialequa-
tionsdevelopedbyE.N.Lorenz9tostudy
turbulence.RolandStullchosetousethis
2Dsimulationin hiscourseonatmo-
sphericturbulenceattheUniversityof
Wisconsin-Madison.Therightwindow
showswindstreamlines(isolinesofthe
"streamfunction")andtemperatures
(warmairisredandcoolairisblue)inthe
2Dcellofatmosphere.Thelowerleft
windowshowsthesolutiontoLorenz's
equationsasapaththrougha3Dphase
space,revealingthetwolobesofthefa-
miliarLorenzattractor.Theupperleft
windowshowsthissamepathin two
phase-spacedimensionsversustime,il-
lustratingtheapparentlyrandom(thatis,
chaotic)temporaldistributionofalter-
nationsbetweenthetwo-phase-space
lobes.Thestateofthe2Datmospherein
therightwindowcorrespondstoasingle
bluepointoverlaidontheredphase-
spacepathinthelowerleftwindow.As
thesimulationalgorithmruns,thesedis-
playsofchangingdataobjectsanimate
therelationbetweenthechanging2Dat-
mosphereandthebluepointmoving
alongthephasespacepath,showingthat
thetwolobesoftheLorenzattractorin
phasespacecorrespondtoclockwiseand
counterclockwiserotationinthe2Dcell
ofatmosphere.

Figure 8. X-ray events from a 1993 Diffuse X-ray Spectrometer flight on the space

shuttle.

Comparisons with

other techniques

The dataflow technique -- represented

by AVS (Application Visualization

System), Iris Explorer, and Data Ex-

plorer -- gives users the flexibility to de-

sign their own rendering pipelines as net-

works of basic modules. Although we

recognize the value of this approach, we

designed Vis-5D with a fixed rendering

pipeline (diagrammed in Figure 1), which

we felt could meet the needs of atmo-

sphere and ocean modelers without ask-

ing them to design a module network. In

fact, Vis-5D denies many choices to its

users (for example, shading model pa-

rameters, and colors and locations of light

sources) to keep its user interface simple.

Because it interprets arrays as finite

samplings of functional relations, the

Vis-AD data model is similar to the data

models of Data Explorer and Super-

Glue, which are based on fiber bundles.

However, not all data models based on

fiber bundles support complex hierar-

chies of tuples and functional relations,

Figure 9. Three views of the chaotic dynamics of the Lorenz equations.

as the Vis-AD data model does. Vis-

AD's scalar mappings define display

functions that can be applied to any data

type. This is similar to the polymorphic

display functions defined in object-ori-

ented systems like SuperGlue and Vis-

age. However, users of object-oriented

systems define display functions in a pro-

gramming language, whereas users of

Vis-AD define display functions by sets

of scalar mappings. Just as the dataflow

systems define a user interface for con-

trolling data display based on the ab-

straction of the rendering pipeline, the

Vis-AD system defines a user interface

for controlling data display based on the

abstraction of mappings from scalars to

display scalars.

nteractive visualization techniques

are making a difference in the work
of scientists who have the means and

who make the effort to use them. We

have exploited special assumptions about

data organization to make it easy for sci-

entists to apply Vis-5D to their data. The

result is a system that is widely used by at-

mosphere and ocean modelers.

Scientists have needs that do not fit the
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special assumptions of Vis-5D, so we de-

veloped the Vis-AD system by general-

izing some of the concepts of Vis-5D. Be-

cause of its flexibility, this system

confronts its users with complex choices.

However, we have organized these

choices in a consistent framework.of data,

display, and computational models. Vis-

AD has demonstrated its utility to scien-

tists working with its developers. When

we complete its documentation and on-

line help functions, we are confident that

it will be useful to a wide community of

scientists. •
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